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sporting person should promise to give them to the
museum if Mr. Honey agreed with his view that they
were indeed first period Worcester. Mrs. Grubbe took
up this challenge, believing that she could not lose. This
is how the four Grubbe plates have found their way to
our national institution.

Figure 1 shows the first Grubbe plate, an Arcadian
landscape, containing figures, ruins and windblown
trees, painted in green camaieu, within a formal gold
scrolled border.

Figure 2 shows the second Grubbe plate, figures in
conversation with a dog lying in the foreground, before
ruins and a distant landscape, painted in puce camaieu
and surrounded by scattered sprigs of European
flowers, within a thick gold rim.

Figure 3 shows the third Grubbe plate, a peeled
lemon and other fruit and European flowers, together
with similar scattered floral sprigs and fungi,
surrounded by an elaborate multiscale cornucopia
border, within a gold rim.

The fourth Grubbe plate shows a hunting trophy
surrounded by a blue feuille de choux border.

It is also important at this point to introduce the

It is my aim to show the collector some
of the interesting methods of comparison
that one can use to see a trail of features
that are the visual clues to the varying
patterns and designs that emanated from
the atelier, with close reference to three of
the four ‘Grubbe’ plates that are now to be seen in the
Victoria and Albert Museum. From these plates one
can link many of the early naturalistic patterns, circa
1765-70, and also follow a development through to
some of the very grand and fully decorated patterns
post 1770, until the Christies sale in 1774 which culmi-
nated in the end of the production. 

I am particularly grateful to John Mallet who kindly
told me the story of how the ‘Grubbe’ plates were
given to the Victoria and Albert Museum, which I shall
now briefly relate. In 1935 Mrs. Dora Edgell Grubbe,
widow of Mr. Walter Grubbe, the great-great-great-
grandson of James Giles, appeared at the valuation desk
of Sotheby’s Bond Street. She carried with her four
beautifully decorated dessert plates of the large 9 inch
size with lobed edges. The erstwhile A.J.B. Kiddell
looked at the plates while Mrs. Grubbe told him of her
husband’s ancestor and his connection with the
Chelsea factory. Mr. Kiddell puzzled over her attribu-
tion of the plates and suggested to her that they were
from the Worcester porcelain manufactory. Mrs.
Grubbe did not agree. Finally, Mr. Kiddell suggested to
her that she should take them to show Mr. W.B. Honey,
then Keeper of Ceramics and Glass at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, and she, being as he thought, a

The attribution of wares decorated within the
London atelier of James Giles has fascinated the world
of English ceramics throughout the period of great
ceramic research during the latter half of the last
century. There are many people who have given much
of their time and energies to the subject and I would
like to acknowledge the findings and enthusiasm of the
following: the great Robert Charleston, Keeper of the

Ceramics and Glass at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
John Mallet, now President of the English Ceramic
Circle (both have contributed much to the early
research of the atelier) and to Gerald Coke, whose
excellent monograph In Search of James Giles, published
in 1983, has given the collector a largely complete
directory of patterns to refer to and compare different
aspects of the atelier’s decoration.
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THE ASCENT INTO SPLENDOUR
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borrowed more and more money from individuals such
as William Duesbury. Duesbury bought the workshop
contents in the sale of May 1776 at Squibbs. The end
slowly came in August 1780 when Giles died, leaving no
property at all in his will.

A brief glimpse at his legacy as a porcelain decorator
now follows, although for the purposes of this written
article there is little room for all the many illustrations
that I used in the lecture. Hopefully, six examples will
serve to provide a general overview. Figure 4 shows a
small mug, formerly in Thomas Burn’s collection at Rous
Lench Court. One can immediately see here a link with
Figure 1, the first ‘Grubbe’ plate; the tall Dutch influ-
enced building can also be seen on Chinese porcelain
decorated in London circa 1765-70, which is contem-
porary with this piece. Many of the Chinese pieces
decorated in this idiom bear formal gilt scrolled
borders precisely in the same pattern as the first of the
‘Grubbe’ plates. This gilded pattern border that I refer
to can also be seen on cordial drinking glasses and
scent bottles, some of which are decorated with scale
work, diaper panels or exotic birds similar to Figure 5.
Look at the way that the exotic birds stand in profile,
their legs ranged over tightly circular scrolled vegeta-
tion and small brown stones. These features also appear
on the gilded glass bearing similar designs with formal
gilded borders similar, or the same as, the first ‘Grubbe’
plate.

Referring back to Figure 5, look at the double
quatrefoil lined panel, which is painted in iron red, and
black. This, at first, seemingly trivial observation, ties in

with more patterns from the atelier. Figure 6 shows one
of the most beautiful designs which emanated from the
atelier at this early stage of circa 1765-70. On a very
close look at the cloud shaped panels, which on their
jade green ground are a close copy of Meissen porce-
lain, the framing device is that of an iron red line
precisely similar to the quatrefoil border on the Rous
Lench mug (Figure 4). The ground is a beautiful mottled
colour rather like butter spread on bread; this charac-
teristic is also seen on the Hope Edwards service
pieces within their claret borders (Figure 9). There are
very few jade green ground service pieces that survive
from what must have undoubtedly been a single
service. There are perhaps just six or so teacups and
saucers, no coffee cups at all, a sugar bowl base in a
private collection in the North of England, a waste bowl
in a Canadian private collection and the milk jug, which
is of high Chelsea ewer form, and which is an English
private collection. 

The gilding on the service is close to that on two
remarkable vases from the Collection of Gerald Coke,
which are now to be seen in the Museum of Worcester
Porcelain. Their shape is hexagonal, the covers with

main character and describe a little more about his life
and history. James Giles was born in 1718 in London, of
Huguenot parentage, his grandfather, a silk worker from
Nîmes, moved to London where he was naturalized by
1699. 

Our first mention of the Giles family is a quote from
Apprentices bound to the Freemen of the Worshipful
Company of Glass Sellers which states that ‘Abraham Giles
son of James Giles China painter is bound to Phillip Margas
for seven years on 26 June 1729’. H.R. Marshall has
suggested that this Abraham Giles is the elder brother
of James Giles but, of course, it is also important to
note that their father, also James, is described as China
painter.

The next reference is May 1733 where we have a
note of the apprenticeship record stating that James
Giles, son of James Giles, ‘is bound on Monday May
7th…to John Arthur of St. Martins in the Fields, Jeweler’. He
was bound for seven years and freed in 1740.

In 1756 he moved to Kentish Town to take over an
existing workshop and kiln. This is where the ‘Craft’
bowl was taken to be fired in 1760 with the noted two
penny weight of gold. This can be seen in the British

Figure 4Figure 3

Museum, together with the
description and history of the
piece which is attached to the
underside.

In 1763 Giles moved to 82
Berwick Street in Soho where

he remained for 13 years and appeared in the rate
books of the parish of St. James’s within the City of
Westminster. It is during this period that his work on
Worcester porcelain was undertaken. Some scholars
have suggested that there was an ‘agreement’ with the
Worcester Manufactory to supply wares to be
decorated and also for Giles to act as an agent for the
factory wares. The only proof of this is in the interpre-
tation of certain advertisements. James Giles needed no
introduction to London Society and would have been
unlikely to wish to dilute his own influence with that of
the Worcester manufactory or vice versa. There are
many who disagree with this point. Some say that
Worcester did indeed engage him for their own intro-
duction into society as he was one of the greatest
decorators of porcelain at this time.

In 1771 Giles was forced, through financial necessity,
to take on a partner within the business to provide an
essential cash injection. The partner’s name was John
Higgons, whose family also came from Nîmes. However,
Higgons died shortly afterwards and this was the begin-
ning of the end for Giles because he was compelled to
sell, being unable to afford the repurchase of Higgon’s
share of the business for the sum of £650. From this
time on he was in continual financial difficulty and
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acorn knops, the front panels are painted
with naturalistic birds perched on rather
‘stringy’ (as Mr. Mallet describes them)
branches, thus bringing together the various
different types of naturalistic bird decoration.
The side panels are of gathered groups of
European flowers and on a close look they
are turgid or seemingly water-filled. The floral
groups are in colours and are the same kind
of flowers to be seen on an early tea and
coffee service emanating from the atelier, but
also bear some individual sprigs similar to
the sprigs in puce camaieu found on the jade
green ground pieces. The backs of these
vases contain coloured sprays of moss roses,
which can all be connected, and are the same
as on the rare series of turquoise bordered
plates, whose centres are painted with these roses in a
light sea green turquoise. A close inspection of the
characteristically thin but beautiful gilding shows the
same technique as the jade green ground gilding, which
takes the form of a partridge eye pattern. Thus all these
patterns can be linked to each other, as well as back to
the first ‘Grubbe’ plate.

When looking closely again at the puce camaieu
floral sprigs within the cloud shaped panels on the jade
green cup and saucer, yet another connection can be
made; this is with a series of landscape plates, six of
which were once on view at the Museum of Worcester
porcelain but are now sadly lost. There is a single
example in the H.R. Marshall collection at the

Ashmolean and also one in the Klepser collection,
which can be seen in the Klepser catalogue which was
written by Simon Spero. The central rather cartoon-like
landscapes are surrounded by these similar puce
camaieu turgid or water-filled floral sprigs, one favourite
sprig is the flowering clover, which seems to be
repeated over and over again. It invariably appears on
the inside of the teacups of the Jade green ground
service. This inclusion of a floral sprig seems to be a
peculiarity of the Giles atelier as examples decorated
with Worcester factory decoration are not decorated
on the inside. The clover sprig is also found on several

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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service are plain and the teacups
and saucers are of the ‘Warmstry
flute’ shape, thus indicating that at
the time of the production of the
Atherton service, the atelier was
buying what it could to make up
services. This can also be seen in a
tea service decorated with Teniers
type figural painting, which is in the
Collection of Her Majesty The
Queen, at Sandringham. Some of the
pieces are Worcester porcelain but
others are Chinese porcelain.

The other services involved here are the Gavin
Hearsey Armorial plates and the Beaumont Ascough
tea service, both these patterns can be viewed in
Gerald Coke’s monograph In Search of James Giles, the
former bearing scrolled tendrils similar to the Atherton
service around the armorial. The armorial on the
Beaumont Ascough pieces has a border bearing scales
similar to the yellow scales on the Atherton service,
but the armorial is also surrounded by coloured turgid
or water-filled sprigs, similar to the landscape plates
that have been mentioned earlier.

The central plate in Figure 8 shows a scalloped plate
of 7 inch size. Decorated with exotic birds in a ‘wet
brush’ palette here circa 1770, the atelier has moved to
a more fashionable bright and exotic look for its
designs. James Giles had an eye for Court fashion and
he well knew that taste could be fickle, and any change
needed to be responded to immediately. In this way, he
was as successful as Nicholas Sprimont at Chelsea or
Thomas Frye at Bow, who followed closely the tastes at

Court. These birds appear on a whole host of bird
designs that emanate from the atelier, and can be seen
surrounding fruit, as here with the alpine strawberries,
or surrounding flowers some of which can be traced
back to the second ‘Grubbe’ plate with the examples of
European floral sprigs that are seen in Figure 2
surrounding the puce camaieu scene. Particular note
should be taken of the convolvulus seen at 5 o’clock;
this single sprig can be seen on a huge variety of
patterns.

Finally, Figure 9 shows the high point of the Giles
atelier’s production in the ‘Hope Edwards Service’, and
in its decoration it is close to the third ‘Grubbe’ plate
with its sliced fruit and flowers. The best examples of
this service have fungi as well as luscious sliced fruit.
The ciselé gilding over the claret ground is some of the
finest to be seen and a tribute to the style that is
associated with a star that blazed across the 1760s and
70s that was the ‘Splendour of James Giles’.

of the naturalistic bird tea services, one example of
which is a beautiful service bearing brightly coloured
birds on ‘stringy’ branches surrounded with a yellow
border. The teapot of this service, which is of very
elegant ogival shape with interlaced handles, can be
seen in the Gerald Coke collection in the Museum of
Worcester Porcelain. 

The final link with this pattern (see Figure 6) is
another slightly darker jade green ground service,
precisely similar in every way, except for the cloud
shaped panels which this time bear exotic birds
perched within leafy branches. Thus, of course, the  so-
called ‘wet brush’ style of exotic birds looks back to
these early patterns.

Figure 7 shows another superb large vase decorated
at the atelier. This is one of a pair from the Judge Irwin
Untermyer Collection and is illustrated with the pair in
the catalogue written by the eminent Dr. Yvonne
Hackenbroch. The covers bear the thin, brightly
coloured naturalistic birds also seen on the yellow-
bordered tea service. The shoulders bear the gathered
European floral sprigs that are similar in their turgid

Figure 9

Figure 8 characteristic to the puce camaieu sprigs on the jade
green ground service and the tomato red ground vases
from the Museum of Worcester Porcelain, in the Gerald
Coke collection. However, this time the front panels are
decorated with figures taken from Pillement’s months
of the year cycle, this female figure is the month of July.
It is fascinating to consider that these vases may have
been ordered perhaps to commemorate a marriage or
a birthday month. The gilding over the blue ground is
again the early type of gilding that we find on the
previous example mentioned.

Figure 8 shows three plates, the pair shown on the
left and the right are from the Rous Lench Collection
and are from a group of only four which survive. The
bird painting is superb and again shows the rather thin
but very elegant birds perched within the ‘stringy’
branches. The surrounding device is fascinating, a series
of sea green scrolled tendrils; this is the feature that is
associated with several important services. The first
being the so-called ‘Atherton’ service, the teapot and
cover is in the Coke collection at the Museum of
Worcester Porcelain. This service has a border of
yellow scales from which hang puce scrolled tendrils. It
is also interesting to note that the coffee cups in this


